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A B S T R A C T

Background: Motivation and engagement are important factors associated with
therapeutic outcomes in cognitive training for schizophrenia. The goals of the present report were to examine relations between objective treatment engagement
(number of sessions attended, amount of homework completed) and self-reported motivation (intrinsic motivation and perceived competence to complete cognitive
training) with neurocognitive and functional outcomes from cognitive training.
Methods: Data from a clinical trial comparing two cognitive training approaches in schizophrenia-spectrum disorders were utilized in the current report (n=38).
Relations were examined between baseline intrinsic motivation, perceived competence, homework completion, and session attendance with improvements in
neurocognition, functional competence, and community functioning.
Results: Number of sessions attended (r=0.38) and time doing homework (r=0.51) were significantly associated with improvements in neurocognition. Homework
completion was associated with change in community functioning at a trend-level (r=0.30). Older age was associated with greater treatment engagement (β = 0.37)
and male biological sex was associated with greater self-reported motivation (β=0.43). Homework completion significantly mediated the relationship between
session attendance and neurocognitive treatment outcomes.
Conclusions: Objective measures of treatment engagement were better predictors of treatment outcomes than subjective measures of motivation. Homework com-
pletion was most strongly related to treatment outcomes and mediated the relationship between session attendance and treatment outcomes, suggesting continued
engagement with cognitive stimulation may be an especially important component of cognitive remediation programs. Future research should examine methods to
improve homework completion and session attendance to maximize therapeutic outcomes.

1. Introduction

Neurocognitive impairments are a core and ubiquitous feature of
schizophrenia (Keefe et al., 2005). Broad neurocognitive impairments
in most domains are consistently found (Heinrichs and Zakzanis, 1998)
and this generalized neurocognitive impairment is associated with
functional disability (Green, 1996). Notably, neurocognitive impair-
ments are better predictors of functional abilities than positive or ne-
gative symptomatology (Bowie et al., 2006) and this relationship per-
sists regardless of severity of other psychiatric symptoms (Best et al.,
2014).

Cognitive remediation (CR) is a psychological treatment designed to
enhance neurocognitive abilities with the ultimate goal of improving
community functioning. CR approaches vary widely but typically uti-
lize computerized cognitive training as a core component.
Computerized training may target lower-order perceptual abilities
(Fisher et al., 2009) or higher-order executive function abilities (Best
et al., 2019a; Best et al., 2019b). For a review of various approaches see
Best and Bowie (2017). Regardless of the approach taken, meta-

analyses suggest moderate effect size improvements in neurocognition
from CR (d=0.41–0.45; McGurk et al., 2007; Wykes et al., 2011);
however, generalization to community functioning is less consistent.

Despite the effectiveness of CR interventions, engaging individuals
with schizophrenia-spectrum disorders in treatment is a well-docu-
mented challenge due to motivational difficulties (Medalia and
Saperstein, 2011) and limited insight (McEvoy et al., 1989). While some
individuals may engage in treatment due to external pressures (such as
family, service-providers, or courts), individuals who engage in treat-
ment of their own volition tend to have better therapeutic outcomes
(Sheldon et al., 2003). Intrinsic motivation, which can be defined as
motivation to engage with a task because of an appreciation for its
inherent value rather than external reward, is the form of motivation
most closely associated with cognitive remediation outcomes
(Saperstein and Medalia, 2015).

In an experimental study, Choi and Medalia (2010) randomized
individuals with schizophrenia to either a cognitive training program
designed to increase intrinsic motivation or a control training program.
The intrinsically motivating program contained personalized elements,
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individual choices, and a more visually stimulating environment. In-
dividuals randomized to the intrinsically motivating condition de-
monstrated significantly greater intrinsic motivation and perceived
competency for the training task, in addition to improved attentional
and arithmetic skill. Furthermore, in a comparison of two different
approaches to cognitive remediation, a program with goal setting
procedures, designed to increase motivation, and opportunities to re-
hearse everyday living skills resulted in greater treatment retention
(Bowie et al., 2017). Lastly, Fiszdon et al. (2016) provided two sessions
of motivational interviewing prior to beginning a cognitive training
program which resulted in improved engagement and session atten-
dance. Thus, the motivating nature of the training environment appears
to be important for both treatment engagement and neurocognitive
outcomes.

While self-reported motivation represents one method of measuring
motiveation to engage in cognitive training, session attendance re-
presents an objective behavioural measure of engagement. Greater at-
tendance during cognitive remediation has been associated with better
neurocognitive outcomes (Choi and Medalia, 2005; Medalia and
Richardson, 2005), and higher therapeutic dose (100 h vs. 50 h) of
auditory cognitive training has been associated with greater neuro-
cognitive improvements (Fisher et al., 2010). Some cognitive re-
mediation programs also assign homework for participants to complete
in between treatment sessions to increase treatment dose. Only one
study to date has examined the role of homework completion during
cognitive remediation and found that individuals with treatment-re-
sistant depression who completed more homework experienced better
neurocognitive outcomes (Bowie et al., 2013).

The present report examines the role of engagement in cognitive
training with neurocognitive and functional outcomes. This is the first
report to examine both subjective motivation (i.e., self-reported moti-
vation and perceived competence) and objective engagement (i.e.,
session attendance and homework completion) in individuals with
schizophrenia-spectrum disorders. We hypothesized that greater sub-
jective intrinsic motivation, perceived competence, session attendance,
and homework completion would be associated with better cognitive
and functional outcomes from cognitive training. We also hypothesized
that older age and greater time since diagnosis would be associated
with better motivation and engagement in cognitive training. Lastly, we
hypothesized that a significant relation between attending treatment
sessions and treatment outcomes would be mediated by continued
practice of cognitive training exercises between sessions.

2. Method

Data for the current report were drawn from a clinical trial com-
paring cognitive training that targets perceptual abilities to cognitive
training that targets executive function abilities (Best et al., 2019b;
clinicaltrials.gov Identifier: NCT03024203). Participants completed
eight sessions over six weeks of computerized cognitive training with
assessments at baseline, post-treatment, and 3-month follow-up.
Change between baseline and 3-month follow-up was examined be-
cause this is where the largest treatment effect was observed in the
original trial (Best et al., 2019b). Because the variables analyzed in the
present study (motivation, perceived competence, and treatment ad-
herence) would be expected to affect treatment outcomes in both
conditions, the two interventions were combined in order to maximize
statistical power.

2.1. Participants

Seventy outpatients between the ages of 18–65 diagnosed with
schizophrenia-spectrum disorders were recruited from outpatient
clinics in Kingston, Ontario, Canada. Exclusion criteria included active
substance abuse within the past 12months, history of acquired brain
injury, developmental disability, neurocognitive disorder, participation

in cognitive remediation within the past 6months, and non-English
language speaking. Analyses for the current report were conducted on
participants who completed treatment and provided data at the 3-
month follow-up assessment (n=38).

2.2. Measures

2.2.1. Demographic and clinical variables
The reading subtest of the Wide Range Achievement Test (WRAT;

Wilkinson and Robertson, 2006) was used as an estimate of premorbid
intelligence. The Brief Psychiatric Rating Scale (Overall and Gorham,
1962) was used to measure psychiatric symptoms in five factors (affect,
positive, negative, resistance, and activation; Shafer, 2005).

2.2.2. Motivation
The Intrinsic Motivation Inventory for Schizophrenia Research (IMI;

Choi et al., 2010) was administered at the end of the first treatment
session as a measure of intrinsic motivation to complete the cognitive
training exercises. The IMI demonstrated good reliability (Cronbach's
alpha=0.88). Higher scores indicate greater intrinsic motivation. The
Perceived Competence Scale (PCS; Williams and Deci, 1996) was si-
milarly administered at the end of the first treatment session and
measured perceived ability to complete the cognitive training exercises.
The PCS demonstrated excellent reliability (Cronbach's alpha=0.94).
Higher scores indicate greater perceived competence. The IMI and PCS
scores were also standardized and averaged to create a single composite
measure of motivation.

2.2.3. Engagement
Objective treatment engagement was calculated in two ways: the

number of treatment sessions that individuals attended, and the number
of minutes that participants spent completing the computerized cog-
nitive training exercises for homework. Participants had access to the
two cognitive training software (happyneuronpro.com; brainhq.com) at
home in-between treatment sessions and were encouraged to complete
40min of homework per day (both training software were used in both
treatment conditions). The online training software monitored partici-
pant activity and recorded the number of minutes that participants
engaged in cognitive training outside of sessions. The number of
treatment sessions attended and time spent completing homework were
standardized and averaged to create a single composite measure of
objective treatment engagement, and were examined independently in
the mediation analyses.

2.2.4. Neurocognition
Neurocognitive performance was assessed using the Measurement

and Treatment Research to Improve Cognition in Schizophrenia
Consensus Cognitive Battery (MATRICS MCCB; Nuechterlein and
Green, 2006). However, the Mayer-Salovey-Caruso Emotional In-
telligence Test and the Mazes test were omitted. The Towers Test from
the Delis-Kaplan Executive Function System (Delis et al., 2001) was
used to assess problem-solving, and the Trail Making Test B (Reitan,
1992) was included to assess set-shifting ability. Age, gender, and
education corrected z-scores were calculated for domains of processing
speed, attention, learning/memory, and working memory as outlined in
the MATRICS MCCB manual. An additional domain of executive func-
tioning was calculated from the Towers Test Total Achievement score
and the ratio of the Trail Making Test B to Trail Making Test A per-
formance (Martin et al., 2003). A total neurocognitive composite score
was then calculated as the mean of the standardized domain scores
(Cronbach's Alpha=0.83). Higher scores indicate better neurocogni-
tion.

2.2.5. Functional competence
Functional competence, the skills required for independent com-

munity functioning, was assessed using the Canadian Objective
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Assessment of Life Skills – Brief (COALS; McDermid Vaz et al., 2013).
The COALS is a performance-based assessment of functional skills in
domains of Time Management, Domestic Activities, and Trip Planning.
A total functional competence score was calculated by summing the
domain scores across functional domains and converted to age cor-
rected z-scores based on normative data (McDermid Vaz et al., 2013).
Higher scores indicate better functional competence.

2.2.6. Community functioning
Real-world community functioning was rated on the Specific Levels

of Functioning Scale (Schneider and Struening, 1983) by participants'
case manager or psychiatrist who was blind to treatment allocation and
not involved in any other assessment procedures. The scale yields do-
main scores of Interpersonal Relationships, Daily Activities, and Work
Skills that were averaged to form a total Community Functioning score
and transformed to a percentage of maximum total score. The total
score had excellent internal consistency (Cronbach's alpha= 0.91).
Higher scores indicate better community functioning.

2.3. Data analysis

Change scores for neurocognition, functional competence, and
community functioning were calculated as the standardized residual
when 3-month follow-up score was regressed on baseline score.
Correlations were conducted between baseline intrinsic motivation and
perceived competence with change scores in global neurocognition,
functional competence, and community functioning. Correlations were
also conducted between objective engagement variables (number of
sessions attended and time spent on homework in minutes) and each of
change scores in global neurocognition, functional competence, and
community functioning. One participant was excluded due to com-
pleting far more homework than average (> 10 standard deviations
above the mean).

Predictors of self-reported motivation and objective treatment en-
gagement were examined using separate stepwise regression analyses.
Age, gender, years of education, time since diagnosis, baseline neuro-
cognition, and baseline community functioning were entered into
stepwise regression analyses to predict motivation and engagement in
cognitive training. Additionally, a mediation analysis, using the
PROCESS macro for SPSS (Hayes, 2016), was conducted to examine
whether the relationship between number of treatment sessions at-
tended and treatment outcomes was mediated by the amount of
homework completed.

3. Results

3.1. Participants

Demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample are pre-
sented in Table 1. Descriptive statistics of intrinsic motivation, per-
ceived competence, treatment adherence, neurocognitive outcomes,
functional competence outcomes, and community functioning out-
comes are presented in Table 2.

3.2. Relations between subjective motivation and objective engagement

Intrinsic motivation and perceived competence were significantly
associated, r=0.48, p= .003, as were number of sessions attended and
amount of homework completed, r=0.78, p < .001. Intrinsic motiva-
tion was not significantly associated with either number of sessions
attended, r=−0.01, p= .926, or amount of homework completed,
r−0.09, p= .607. Perceived competence was similarly not sig-
nificantly associated with number of sessions attended, r−0.21,
p = .218, or amount of homework completed, r=−0.10, p = .577.

3.3. Relations between motivation/engagement with treatment outcome

3.3.1. Neurocognition
Neither baseline intrinsic motivation nor perceived competence was

significantly associated with neurocognitive outcomes. Number of
treatment sessions (r=0.38) and number of minutes of homework
completed (r=0.51) were significantly associated with change in the
neurocognition composite score (Table 3).

3.3.2. Functional Competence
Lower intrinsic motivation to complete the computerized exercises

at baseline was associated with significantly better outcomes on the
functional competence task (r =−0.37). Perceived competence, ses-
sion attendance, and homework completion were not significantly as-
sociated with change in functional competence. Results are presented in
Table 3.

3.3.3. Community functioning
Intrinsic motivation and perceived competence for the cognitive

training exercises were not significantly associated with treatment
outcomes in community functioning. More time spent practicing the
computerized exercises for homework was associated with better

Table 1
Demographic and clinical characteristics of the sample.

M SD

Age 37.36 16.30
Gender (%; Male: Female) 78.6: 21.4
Years of education 13.17 2.08
Living Independently (%; Yes: No) 49.3: 50.7
Age at First Hospitalization 21.15 7.52
Duration Since Diagnosis (years) 10.81 13.45
Diagnosis (%)
Schizophrenia 55.7
Schizoaffective Disorder 14.3
Delusional Disorder 1.4
Psychotic Disorder NOS 21.4
Bipolar I with Psychotic Features 4.3
Substance Induced Psychosis 1.4
Schizophreniform 1.4

WRAT Total t-score 47.57 8.98
BPRS
Affect 2.75 1.40
Positive 1.86 1.13
Negative 2.51 1.18
Resistance 1.73 0.85
Activation 1.36 0.55

WRAT=Wide Range Achievement Test – Reading Subtest; BPRS=Brief
Psychiatric Rating Scale.

Table 2
Descriptive statistics.

M SD

Baseline IMI 5.62 0.69
Baseline PCS 5.62 1.34
# Sessions Attended 4.40 3.15
Homework (mins) 204.80 117.33
Baseline Neurocognitive Composite −1.18 0.88
Follow-Up Neurocognitive Composite −0.96 0.87
Baseline Functional Competence −2.00 1.88
Follow-Up Functional Competence −1.34 1.68
Baseline Community Functioning 82.23 10.09
Follow-Up Community Functioning 84.35 13.00

IMI= Intrinsic Motivation Inventory.
PCS=Perceived Competence Scale.
Neurocognitive and Functional Competence scores are presented as z-scores
(M=0, SD=1). Community Functioning scores represent percent of max-
imum score.
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community functioning outcomes at a trend level (r =0.30). Results
are presented in Table 3.

3.4. Predictors of motivation and engagement

In a stepwise regression analysis, the objective engagement com-
posite score was only significantly predicted by age, β=0.37, p= .004.
Older age was associated with better session attendance and homework
completion while sex, years of education, time since diagnosis, neuro-
cognition, and community functioning did not predict objective en-
gagement.

Subjective motivation was significantly predicted by only partici-
pant sex, β=0.43, p= .008. Male participants reported greater moti-
vation and perceived competence to complete the cognitive training
exercises; however, age, years of education, time since diagnosis, neu-
rocognition, and community functioning did not predict motivation.

3.5. Homework mediating relation between session attendance and
outcomes

The mediation analysis was only conducted on neurocognitive
outcomes since this was the only domain of treatment outcomes that
demonstrated a significant relationship with objective measures of
treatment engagement. The relation between session attendance and
neurocognitive outcomes was fully mediated by homework completion
(Fig. 1). Specifically, the model indicated that the relation between
sessions attended and change in neurocognition, β=0.38, p= .017,
was no longer significant after homework completion was specified as a
mediator, β=0.19, p= .682.

4. Discussion

The current report utilized data from a clinical trial comparing
cognitive training approaches to examine relations between subjective
motivation and objective treatment engagement with neurocognitive
and functional outcomes. Subjective reports of intrinsic motivation and
perceived competence were generally unrelated to neurocognitive and
functional outcomes. The exception was a significant negative re-
lationship, in the direction counter to hypotheses, between intrinsic
motivation and functional competence. In contrast, objective indicators
of engagement were associated with both neurocognitive and func-
tional outcomes. Number of treatment sessions attended and number of
minutes of homework were significantly associated with neurocognitive
outcomes and there was a trend-level relationship between number of
minutes of homework and community functioning outcomes.
Additionally, there were no significant relationships between the sub-
jective measures of motivation and the objective measures of engage-
ment, suggesting that they represent distinct constructs. Older age was
associated with greater objective engagement and male sex was asso-
ciated with higher self-reported motivation in cognitive training. Lastly,
homework completion mediated the relationship between session at-
tendance and neurocognitive treatment outcomes.

Objective measures of treatment engagement may be more valid
than subjective measures of motivation and competence in predicting
treatment outcomes. Similarly, we previously reported in this sample
that subjective measures of motivation and perceived competence did
not predict treatment attrition (Best et al., 2019a, 2019b). The objective
measures of engagement were strongly associated with the proximal
outcome domain of neurocognition, similar to previous studies that
found a relation between session attendance and neurocognition (Choi
and Medalia, 2005; Medalia and Richardson, 2005). The less robust
relation observed with community functioning, compared to neuro-
cognition, could be a result of functioning being a more distal outcome.
Future research could examine the ideal dose of CR to produce func-
tional improvement and whether there is a threshold of homework
completion, above which continued homework engagement produces
diminishing returns.

The significant mediation analysis suggests that initial engagement
in treatment sessions may result in greater completion of homework,
which in turn is associated with better treatment outcomes. Causality is
challenging to interpret here, but we suggest increasing engagement
during treatment sessions may result in better homework completion
and produce better treatment outcomes. Financial incentives have
proven insufficient to increase treatment engagement (Kotwicki et al.,
2017). However, psychotherapeutic techniques such as motivational
interviewing may represent a more client-centered method through
which session attendance can be improved (Fiszdon et al., 2016). It will
also be important for future research to determine whether less intrinsic
motivation is a function of illness-related factors or task demands of the
cognitive training environment. Mechanisms underlying low motiva-
tion are likely to be critical to understanding treatment engagement.
Lastly, continued cognitive stimulation outside of treatment sessions
appears to be important for improving neurocognitive outcomes and
future research could examine whether cognitive stimulation from
sources other than computerized training exercises is similarly effec-
tive.

Relations between subjective and objective indicators of treatment
engagement will be important to examine in future research as sub-
jective measures of cognition and functioning have been found to be
counter-intuitive in other studies. For example, Kurtz and Tolman
(2011) examined relationships between neurocognition and subjective
quality of life and found that better neurocognition was associated with
worse subjective quality of life, which is opposite to the relation typi-
cally found with objective measures (Tolman and Kurtz, 2012). It was
hypothesized that perhaps greater neurocognitive abilities allow in-
dividuals to have greater insight into their functional impairments

Table 3
Correlations of motivation, perceived competence, and treatment adherence
with neurocognitive and functional outcomes.

Neurocognition Functional
competence

Community
functioning

r p r p r p

Baseline IMI 0.14 0.447 −0.37 0.033 0.17 0.377
Baseline PCS −0.01 0.966 −0.14 0.440 0.01 0.997
# Sessions

attended
0.38 0.017 −0.03 0.871 0.15 0.402

Homework
(mins)

0.51 0.002 0.11 0.522 0.30 0.096

Bold values indicate significant relationships (p< .05). Italicized values in-
dicate trend-level relationships (p< .10).
IMI= Intrinsic Motivation Inventory.
PCS=Perceived Competence Scale.

* p < .05

Sessions
Attended

Change in
Neurocognition

Homework

β = .06

β = .78* β = .21*

Fig. 1. Mediation analysis examining the mediating role of homework in the
relationship between session attendance and improvements in neurocognition.
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which reduces subjective quality of life (Kurtz and Tolman, 2011).
Additionally, previous research has found little concordance between
objective measures of neurocognition and subjective reports of neuro-
cognitive impairment (Medalia et al., 2008). Similarly, self-assessment
of functional abilities in schizophrenia is unrelated to history of
achieving functional milestones (Gould et al., 2013). Thus, subjective
reports generally may not be valid indicators in schizophrenia and it
may be important for future research to examine discrepancies between
self-reported motivation to engage in treatment and objective measures
of treatment engagement.

Older individuals and individuals of male biological sex demon-
strated greater engagement in cognitive training. This suggests that
developing more engaging methods for younger individuals and fe-
males may be important for cognitive enhancement techniques to im-
prove outcomes more broadly. Mixed qualitative and quantitative
methods may be especially useful in this endeavor to provide critical
information for improving engagement in these individuals.

The current results should be interpreted in light of several con-
siderations. First, given that the current sample consisted of individuals
experiencing relatively mild psychiatric symptomatology, it is unclear
how the observed relations will generalize to other samples, particu-
larly those with prominent negative symptoms or inpatients. Second,
the sample was not large enough to examine differential engagement
between the perceptual training and executive training conditions;
however, it is possible that different training approaches may have
different motivational characteristics. As personalized approaches to CR
become more feasible (Medalia et al., 2018), it may be important to
examine whether discussing individualized cognitive profiles with
participants increases motivation and engagement specialized CR. The
measures of treatment engagement examined in the current study fo-
cused on amount of training completed, however, future studies could
also examine performance-based measures of training efficiency such as
the number of levels completed per training day. Lastly, the measures of
intrinsic motivation and perceived competence were specific to the
cognitive training exercises. Future research could also examine general
intrinsic motivation and perceived competence.

5. Conclusions

Higher session attendance and homework completion were asso-
ciated with better neurocognitive and functional outcomes; however,
intrinsic motivation and perceived competence were generally not as-
sociated with treatment outcomes. Older and male participants de-
monstrated the greatest engagement in treatment, and homework
completion significantly mediated the relationship between session at-
tendance and neurocognitive outcomes. Exploring ways in which to
improve treatment adherence in cognitive remediation programs is an
avenue of future research that holds great promise to ultimately im-
prove efficacy and broaden treatment accessibility.
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